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HEALTHCARE CONVENTIONS ADAPT, MAINTAIN VALUE,  
BUT EVENT BUDGETS FAIL TO FOLLOW SUIT  
 
Some issues, trends, priorities in common with B2B exhibitions overall 
 
 

Overview: Generally speaking, healthcare conventions have weathered, recovered, 

and adapted from recent adversities and survived with their fundamental strengths 

remaining intact. Nonetheless, the fallout from economic and compliance stresses 

impacting professional meetings over the decade remains in terms of reduced 

participation levels by exhibitors and in widespread budget constraints, both of which 

seem now to be an ongoing reality.  

 

While healthcare events might have been perceived in the past as a distinctive subset 

within B2B overall, it is interesting to compare them now and examine their common 

ground and the implications thus shared in common with B2B. 

 

Furthermore, many healthcare CMOs are reallocating their budgets to give more 

emphasis on digital techniques, often at the expense of events budgeting.  We see this 

trend emerging throughout all of B2B. If this is happening in one of the few growth 

industries (four percent growth in total expenditures for healthcare in the recession year 

of 2009), all B2B show organizers need to find their role in what could be an inexorable 

move toward digital marketing. 

 

In order to exploit the future potential of healthcare conventions, and to add both real 

and perceived marketing value going forward, there are priorities in play that are 

applicable to all and deserve action, especially in the areas of upgrading booth staffing, 

enhancing the in-booth experience, and delivering more credibility as to the role of 

professional meetings in the marketing mix.  

 

Essentially the first job for healthcare is to deliver more from what is now in place but a 

number of these issues are relevant to all of B2B, and we should be taking notice of the 

healthcare trends illustrated here.        
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Attendance rebounds:   Attendance is the lifeblood of the events industry and the 

steady recovery of this factor within healthcare conventions bodes well.   

 

Historically, the healthcare sector has been relatively less susceptible to recessions, 

but that may no longer be true as we saw in the anomaly year of 2009, when an 

exceptional national recession hit sharply, deeply and broadly.  However, this “perfect 

storm” year also saw new PhRMA and AdvaMed regulations, the N1H1 pandemic fear, 

and political disfavor targeted at corporate travel. 

 

Nonetheless, professional meetings attendance has steadily recovered, gaining close 

to 13 percent in the last decade, returning nicely to their strong 1997 levels. Potential 

audiences might be becoming smaller due to the economic climate affecting attending 

professionals, but overall they are still finding value in professional meetings and 

coming in increasing numbers. 

Average Professional Attendance
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*

*Preliminary data for 2010

Source:  HCEA compilation of data reported by meeting and convention organizers.

 
 

What’s the future outlook for attendance?  Even though the national economy presently 

remains sluggish and the present recovery appears to be both shallow and fragile, we 
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still look for flat to slow growth for 2011-2013 and we do not foresee a pending, 

meaningful dip in attendance averages at this time.  

 

 

Attendee quality, activity remain essentially intact:  Attendee quality, which had 

recently shown modest declines exacerbated by lower numbers of practicing 

professionals, should tend to improve to historical levels as the economy continues to 

improve.  Simply put, an improving economy improves purchase intent and activity, and 

subject to a return to a more normal economy, we expect Total Buying Plans to return 

to its 50-55 percent range and Net Buying Influences to their historic 75-78 percent 

levels.  

Professional Attendance Profile – Quality
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Source: Exhibit Surveys, Inc. Audience Profile Norms based on attendee surveys 
of healthcare conventions.  

 

Attendee quality over the last four years shows Total Buying Plans up in 2010, due to 

the improving economy.  The Net Buying Influences metric, which is less subject to 

Growth rates in attendance for B2B exhibitions overall will likely be a little higher 

than healthcare, especially for those sectors that were impacted the most during the 

recession. 
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recessions, is more aligned to the fact that fewer practicing professionals were 

attending during the timeframe, reducing potential Influencer audiences. This situation, 

however, may be turning around; it is encouraging here to note that HCEA reported a 

7.3 percent increase in Average Professional Attendance in 2010 to recover what was 

lost in 2009 

 

While the above bar chart deals with medical devices, on the pharmaceutical side the 

economy is also a key factor and smaller potential audiences presently exist because 

the pharmaceutical industry in general is currently not introducing many new products.  

Nonetheless, these are still good numbers, and continued exhibitor participation is well 

justified at levels designed to accommodate the potential buying audiences delivered 

by the shows. 

 

Finally, Audience Activity at healthcare exhibitions remains constant:  Audience Activity 

for our purposes is comprised of three metrics measured by Exhibit Surveys, Inc.: The 

first is Time Spent at Exhibits, which has been essentially constant over the four-year 

period at an average of 6.5  hours per attendee; Number of Days Visiting the Exhibit 

Floor, also is steady at 2.6 average days over the same period; Traffic Density, the 

average number of attendees occupying every 100 sq. ft. of exhibit space on the floor 

throughout the show, varied between 1.6 and 1.8 over the last four years.   

 

Comparing this Audience Quality data to all of B2B, the recent trends are similar.  

In 2010 the Total Buying Plans metric for B2B rose from 47 to 50 percent, and Net 

Buying Influences was flat at 80 percent. Longer term data shows B2B, like 

healthcare, at higher levels.  The recessions of the last decade certainly turned out 

to be the great equalizers across the entire exhibitions industry.  Nonetheless 

buying plans remain at respectable levels. 
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A fourth Audience Activity metric based on HCEA data, the Ratio of Attendees to 

Exhibitors is up nicely. Historically, there are about 12.5 attendees per healthcare 

exhibitor but in 2010 this ratio metric rose to 15, mostly because exhibitors overall 

winnowed their show participation schedules. This higher ratio of attendees to 

exhibitors has the positive effect of creating greater numbers of potential attendees per 

exhibit.  

 

Despite these affirming constants in Audience Activity, healthcare exhibitors continue to 

reduce or limit their levels of participation.  They are adapting to the budgetary 

pressures of recent years, responding to inflationary booth space costs by downsizing 

their booths, and, more important, being far more selective in determining in which 

shows to participate. Further impetus toward limited show participation also came from 

compliance restraints on such activities as sponsorships and related promotional 

tactics, plus some outright compliance-based exclusion by some exhibitors due to self-

regulation. 

 

In short, levels of participation by healthcare exhibitors have taken a more conservative 

and downsized posture which is now their probable reality going forward.  It is worth 

asking ourselves if this phenomenon in healthcare might be “the canary in the 

mineshaft” for other sectors, as B2B marketers become ever more sophisticated and 

selective in their exhibits schedules and participation levels.  

 

Booth performance metrics reveal exhibitor issues, priorities:  Certain negative 

trends in Booth Performance metrics reveal several areas deserving comment.  

Perhaps most important, while Booth Attraction of Potential Audience has remained 

basically strong, Engagement of Potential Audience has dropped almost ten percent.  

These are respectable numbers albeit Time Spent and Traffic Density for healthcare 

are notably lower than the averages for all B2B shows (8.1 hrs. and 2.2 density, 

respectively for 2010).  
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A drop in this metric is typically due to fewer exhibit staff resources, but in healthcare 

other engagement-inhibiting factors such as compliance restrictions on messaging 

content by booth staff may also be present, and a need arises to identify and remedy 

the specific mix of causes behind reduced engagement. 

 

Reduced engagement represents lost opportunities.  Face-to-face engagement is 

proven to drive lift in the brand metrics that ultimately drive purchase intent and 

recommendation to prescribe.  Adequate staffing, particularly professional-level staffing 

in sufficient quantity, can better draw and engage professional practitioners for face to 

face dialogue.  Booth messaging and staff scripting targeted to professionals can also 

improve the in-booth experience, and experiential marketing methodologies that remain 

regulatory-compliant remain to be developed.  This is where the initial priorities lie. 

Exhibit Performance Trends

Metric 2007 2008 2009 2010
Δ ’10 vs. 

‘07

Attraction of Potential  
Audience 82% 80% 77% 80% -2.4%

Engagement of  
Potential Audience 53% 51% 48% 48% -9.4%

Avg. $ per 10’X10’* $1,399 $1,506 $1,668 $1,685 +20.4%

Avg. Size Exhibit (sq. ft.)* 422 404 391 404 -4.3%

*Sources:  HCEA compilation of data reported by meeting and convention organizers. All other data from Exhibit  
Surveys, Inc. Exhibit Performance norms based on measurement of healthcare exhibitors.

 

 

Despite pressures on exhibitor budgets the last couple of years, the cost of exhibit 

space has increased significantly for healthcare over the last four years.   The concern 

here is that inflation of space cost, coupled with the loss of prospects left unengaged, 

Reduced engagement is a red flag for any exhibitor. B2B engagement numbers are 

comparable at 47-48 percent the last four years. Healthcare historically enjoyed 

engagement numbers higher than B2B in general. 
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compound to bring perceived show value and ROI performance into question. The 

good news is that the average cost per sq. ft. of exhibit space moderated significantly in 

2010.  

 

Average booth sizes over the period show a modest decline since 2007, and it looks as 

if it will remain at the lower average level for at least the immediate future.  The caveat 

here for exhibitors is to be sure that booth size is large enough and staffed well enough 

to fully engage the potential audience delivered by the event.  

 

Overall, the outlook is that the cost effectiveness of exhibiting will improve only as 

attendance continues to grow, audience quality improves, rate of engagement 

increases, and cost increases are moderated. The first two are for the most part subject 

to an improving economy, but the last two are in our own hands. Exhibitors must find 

and implement strategies to more effectively engage attendees, and organizers need to 

both better control their own costs to exhibitors as well as provide more useable 

attendee data and demographics.  

 

 

 

Compliance issues moving to resolution:  Fully two thirds of HCEA exhibiting 

company members are required by their compliance departments to provide objectives 

for each convention and/or confirm that the exhibit staff is trained on what they can or 

cannot say. It’s notable to point out that while a full 29 percent of HCEA exhibitors were 

initially denied participation in a healthcare event in 2010 because of compliance self-

policing, that number is down by one-half for 2011. 

When attendee demographics provided by organizers can provide appropriate 

product interest and buying influence/intent numbers in detail, the correct formula for 

determining adequate booth size and staffing is easily applied. 

These basics, of course, apply to all of B2B going forward. 
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Top Rated Issues/Challenges for 2011
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Source: Survey  of  HCEA members conducted by Exhibit Surveys (Dec 2010).  

 

But concerns linger: Evolving Federal, state, and industry regulations can still suppress 

total booth traffic and constrain in-booth dynamics.  This focuses us on the need for 

improving face-to-face engagement.  As it becomes more incumbent to engage 

prospects in a meaningful way, we still need to learn to what extent promotional and 

other compliance-based restraints discourage effective booth marketing strategies. 

 

Without these improvements, fewer attendee engagements, both in quantity and in 

quality, will drive up the average cost per visitor reached and reduce ROI and ROO 

outcomes. We think it critical that staffing with deep product knowledge and appropriate 

skill-sets really need to be in sufficient numbers to allow all of the potential audience to 

effectively engage the booth, and exhibitors need to look at this staffing metric closely. 

 

Refinements in booth messaging, plus effective staff scripting and training targeted to 

professionals will improve the in-booth experience, and experiential marketing 

methodologies that remain regulatory-compliant remain to be developed.  This is where 

new opportunities for effectiveness lie. 
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Budgets tight, marketing strategies fluid:  The trend to decrease size of exhibits 

continues as 38% of HCEA members plan to decrease size of exhibits in an average of 

17% of their shows.  Only 12% plan to increase size of exhibits.  On the positive side, 

about an equal number of exhibiting companies plan to increase (29%) vs. decrease 

(31%) their total number of conventions.  According to Exhibitor Magazine’s Outlook 

2011, about 25% of all B2B exhibitors plan to increase their number of shows and 21% 

will decrease their show schedule. The scheduling flux of recent years that pruned 

show schedule participation now seems more in balance. By far, budget cuts forcing 

more deliberate and selective strategies toward show selection have been the primary 

cause of dropping shows. 

 

Compliance-based issues, although high in priority and unique to healthcare exhibiting, 

are not the reason for reductions in event budgets.  More to the point in marketing 

budget allocations, we believe, is the growing move toward digital marketing 

techniques, such as content marketing, a process that is conducted essentially in 

isolation with little or no face-to-face exchange at any point. 

While regulatory issues are uncommon to B2B events in general, any outside factor 

that can reduce engagement is to be dealt with seriously.  More to the B2B point is 

the booth staffing issue in terms of quality and sufficient quantity, plus the ever-

ongoing need to improve meaningful face to face engagement in general.   
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Reasons for Dropping Conventions 

Reasons
All HCEA 
Members

2010 2011

Budget Cuts 75% 75%

Shift in Marketing
Strategies 30 58

Attendee/lead quality 65 58

Poor ROI 55 42

Attendee/lead quantity 40 25

Cost of exhibiting 25 17

Source: Survey  of  HCEA members conducted by Exhibit Surveys (Dec 2010).  

 

More problematic is a reported shifting in marketing strategies by HCEA members that 

has emerged in 2011 as a key reason for dropping shows, and we need to confirm if 

the remarkable jump in this number is a long-term trend or if it represents some current 

experimentation with digital marketing and other sales development strategies. 

 

In fact, 2011 comparisons to 2010 concerning dropping conventions somewhat 

downplay the usual culprits of ROI and lead quantity and quality – and even downplay 

costs – to emphasize the marketing strategy factor.  

 

B2B Magazine in February published an article titled, “Outlook 2011: Marketing 

Priorities & Plans.”  Most interesting is the fact that eight of ten of these new emerging 

trends in marketing involve digitized methodologies.  They are: shifting budgets more to 

on-line; taking better advantage of the Internet as a marketing communications 

platform; web analytics to drive new customer intelligence data and metrics; enhancing 

database-driven methodologies; feeding the content marketing machine; optimizing 

social media; gaining immediacy in search engine results; growth in mobile apps. 
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Coupled with these shifts in marketing strategies is an apparent softness in the 

perceived value of healthcare events held by healthcare marketing executives. The 

percentage of event marketers who indicated that their executives find the value of 

exhibitions to be “not important” or “somewhat important” to their marketing strategies 

lingers at 50 percent and 40 percent in the past two years.  

 

Interesting as well is the ironic fact that healthcare, which has seen more economic 

growth than most other industries during the recession and post-recession years, 

remains in a budget-reduction mode for 2011 for both marketing in general and events 

in particular.  And when compared to overall B2B patterns, the disparity is remarkable: 

Exhibit Program Plans for 2011- Budgets

Budget Change
All HCEA 
Members

All 
B2B

2010 2011 2011

Marketing Budgets:

Increase 20% 13% 52%

Decrease 35% 37% 7%

Exhibit Budgets:

Increase 13% 18% 44%

Decrease 38% 37% 11%

Sources:  Survey  of  HCEA members conducted by Exhibit Surveys (Dec 2010).  All B2B results from BtoB‘s "2011 Outlook: 
Marketing Priorities and Plans" based on an online survey of 426 b-to-b marketers conducted in Nov and Dec. and published on Jan. 
17, 2011.

Exhibit Budgets

Average Increase = 15% 
Average Decrease = 18%

 

 

Is Digital Marketing a New Threat?  While both marketing and event budgets are up for 

2011 for all of B2B, the skies are now clouding up with the growing interest in, and 

application of, digitized marketing tools accruing across all business sectors. 

 

Almost four of five (78%) of B2B marketers now plan to increase their online/digital 

marketing budgets in 2011 – only 44% for event budgets.  Last year, 73% planned to 

increase online marketing budgets.   Ominously, almost one third of B2B marketers in 
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2011 plan to spend 50% or more of marketing budgets for online/digital marketing 

activities. 

 

 

Also, the softness within healthcare as to the relative importance of events in the 

marketing mix is at least a yellow flag for B2B.  To preempt this from occurring on a 

broader scale, the need to amplify the value of exhibitions, to provide ever more 

meaningful booth engagement, and to deliver exceptional, validated ROI results remain 

as top priorities not only for healthcare, but for all of B2B. 

 

It remains to be discerned why these marketing strategy-based issues have emerged 

within healthcare (and are emerging within B2B overall), and they certainly need to be 

addressed.  Nonetheless, in the meantime there are a number of tactical opportunities 

to improve on marketing value perceptions given the sound post recession 

infrastructure for healthcare events now in place. Again, in terms of healthcare events, 

these opportunities center on improving booth performance: 

 Develop better booth techniques that are regulatory-compliant and at the same 

time truly effective  

 Adequate professional-level staffing must be recruited, trained, and delivered 

 Capitalize on the booth potential of complementary digital and social media 

 Measure ROO and ROI to substantiate investments 

 

It’s quite clear that for now B2B marketing budgets, and budgeting for events as well, are 

not impacted in the way that healthcare has recently experienced, as healthcare has been 

dealing with its own set of proprietary issues.  Also, it would not be prudent to suggest that 

healthcare is a leading indicator for event budgeting overall.   

 

What is prudent, however, is to weigh the importance of the shift in marketing strategies 

reported in healthcare. This shift is evident and widespread to all of B2B when it comes to 

digital marketing applications and social media development. 
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Event organizers also have an opportunity to serve their own interests.  Besides the 

obvious need for reduced inflationary pressures, they can better ally with exhibitors and 

their CMOs. Most important, they can step into the yoke by providing better 

demographic data and better partner with their key exhibiting constituents. Improved 

data from organizers will become ever more critical to exhibitors in three ways: 

  To make better investment decisions  

  To support event budgets 

  To compete for marketing budgets as marketing strategies shift  

 

Conclusions:  The basic integrity of healthcare exhibitions is intact in terms of 

attendance levels, audience quality and audience activity.  Modest growth in 

attendance and quality can be anticipated, but remains dependent on the overall 

economy. Other constraints on growth are linked most notably to ongoing compliance 

restraints, ambivalent event marketing perspectives, and continuing budgetary 

restraints. 

 

There is a need for the healthcare industry to find ways to build on their existing 

foundation. For example, attendance gains and declines are often the leading indicator 

of gains and declines in exhibitor budgeting and levels of participation, booth space 

sales and organizer revenue, but so far that has not been evident.   

 

In the meantime budget pressures continue and will likely be the “new normal” for some 

time. Also, shifts in marketing strategies and in the perceived value of events is likely to 

result in increased competition for marketing budgets.  Event investment strategies will 

need to become even more sophisticated and deliver measureable ROI, especially in 

the light of current trends favoring digital marketing strategies. 

 

One immediate place to begin appears to be to improve the level and quality of the 

booth engagement experience at the face-to-face level. 

Organizers everywhere should want to examine the quick and ubiquitous rise in 

digital marketing strategies and to find and define their role in this arena, working 

ever more closely with their key exhibiting constituencies.   


